Buffer Pool Tool®

Remove the Guesswork!!
Do it the Scientific Way!!

Trial License Agreement
Send us a 30 day free trial of the Buffer Pool Tool. We agree to the following terms and conditions for a trial of
this software product:
1.

This software is a proprietary software product owned by the Responsive Systems Company.

2.

The trial period starts upon receipt of the software.

3.

We agree to safeguard this product, its distribution materials, and documentation with the same diligence that
we apply to our own proprietary information. Additionally, we agree that the use of this software will be
limited to internal evaluation purposes only.

4.

Responsive Systems makes no warranties and will not be liable for any direct, indirect, or consequential
damages relating to the usage of this software, its reports, or documentation.

5.

If we decide not to license the software at the end of the trial period, we will discontinue using the software,
return the distribution materials and all copies of documentation to Responsive Systems, and delete all copies
of the software from our computer libraries.
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Buffer Pool Tool Trial Information
a.

What is your greatest concerns?
Online Transaction elapsed times
Batch job elapsed times
DB2 Memory/Performance trade-offs?
Processor CPU comsumption?

b.

What criteria will show that this software provides benefit to your company, and is necessary for your continued
success? Please have realistic expectations, for example, a 20-50% reduction is not usually realistic.
Reducing online transaction elapsed times by
%
Reducing batch window time requirements by
%
Reducing the I/O rate per second by
%
Showing CPU cost savings from I/O elimination
Showing Application CPU cost savings, Scan Elimination

c.

How important is the ability to predict the effect of tuning changes?
Extremely
Very
Not
Important____ Important____ Important
Important

d.

How important is guidance to help you group similar objects into multiple pools?
Extremely
Very
Not
Important_____
Important____ Important
Important

e.

Do you have a performance History database - to track/evaluate performance over time?
Yes____
No___

f.

Do you know what your average transaction elapsed times are now?
Yes____
No____
Avg_Class_2 Elapsed
Avg_Class_3 I/O Wait

g.

What percentage of Class 2 Elapsed time is I/O Wait?

h.

Do you know your average I/O rate per second at peak load?
Yes____
No____
I/O per Second

i.

Is the staff time allocated to evaluate this software?
Yes
No
Estimated evaluation time is 24+ hours, depending on the size of your environment
Required time to install the software is about 20 minutes (to have the first collection running).

j.

Who will perform the evaluation?
Name

Telephone

k.

Who will write a justification to license the software?
Name
Telephone

l.

Who will authorize the expenditure of funds to license the software?
Name
Telephone
Title

m.

Is there money in the current budget for this software?
Yes
If not, will it be possible to obtain the funds to license Buffer Pool Tool?

No

